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521337/521340 SDS2 FIELD RECALL KIT 

INSTRUCTION SHEET 

 

This kit is for remedy of SDS2 cooktops under NHTSA recall 23E-002. 

 

KIT 521337 CONSISTS OF:  
(1) BRACKET ASSEMBLY WITH TAPE, PN 064351 
(2) SCREW, #6 X .375”, PN 122292 
(1) STICKER, CSA SDS2 12VDC, PN 194462 (USED FOR REMEDY OF STOCK NUMBER 3032AST) 
(1) LOCTITE 243 THREADLOCKER, PN 410350 
 
KIT 521340 CONSISTS OF:  
(1) BRACKET ASSEMBLY WITH TAPE, PN 064351 
(2) SCREW, #6 X .375”, PN 122292 
(1) STICKER, CSA SDS2 12VDC, PN 194460 (USED FOR REMEDY OF STOCK NUMBER 3031AST) 
(1) LOCTITE 243 THREADLOCKER, PN 410350 
 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Open glass lid. 

2. Remove (4) black glass bumpers from each corner of the appliance. 

 
3. Using a #2 Phillips screwdriver, loosen the screws under each bumper.  This will retract the clamping 

mechanism that attaches the cooktop to the countertop. 
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4. Close glass lid. 

5. Lift cooktop free of countertop and place bottom side up on soft working surface. 

6. Remove heat shield from bottom of appliance, setting heat shield, screws, and washers aside. 

    
7. Clean bottom of main top near regulator with a 50/50 mixture of rubbing alcohol and water. 

 
8. Peel red liner from tape on bottom of bracket assembly (064351). 

   
9. Place bracket assembly over regulator and align screw holes. (Ensure regulator mounting surface is 

parallel to bottom of main top.) 

10. Attach bracket to regulator with two screws (122292). 

    
11. Apply force of 15 lbs. minimum to regulator bracket to firmly adhere VHB tape.  (Minimum application 

temperature of 50°F.  If necessary, heat tape and application surfaces prior to adhesion.) 

12. Reinstall heat shield using retained screws and washers. 

13. Cover “3031AST” with sticker (194460) or cover “3032AST” with sticker (194450) on large heat shield 

sticker. Clean oily residue as required for proper label adhesion. 
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14. Turn unit over and open glass lid. 

15. Remove both burner control knobs.  

16. Using needle nose pliers, remove top nut securing the left valve to the main top.  Your cooktop may 

have one or two nuts securing each gas valve. 

 
17. Tighten bottom nut if your cooktop had two nuts on each gas valve. 

18. Snip tip of Loctite 243 (410350) and apply one drop of threadlocker to approximately 2nd valve thread if 

each valve has two nuts.  Apply one drop of threadlocker to approximately the 4th thread if each valve has 

only one nut. 

 
19. Install top nut and torque to 20 in-lb. 

    
20. Reinstall control knob. 

 
21. Repeat steps 16 through 20 for the right control. 
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22. Reinstallation of unit is reverse of removal.   

23. Submit warranty claim to Laborclaims@airxcel.com 

24. This completes the recall remedy steps. 

 


